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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

 

 From the data analysis in the previous chapter, this thesis would like to 

conclude the discussion of this research from the data analyzed, this thesis comes 

to the conclusion, that: 

5.1 Findings to Answer Problem no. 1  

Based on the statement of the problem what style of language is used by 

teenagers to express love via short messages? , the answer in the analysis of 

chapter four is: 

The fact, short message is very popular among teenagers means that it 

definitely fulfils very specific communication needs among this group. Short 

message provides several advantages that considered. First, short message is 

speed. They are skillful in sending messages with the user interface. Thus they 

point out that it is much faster to send a short messages than to make an often 

long. The second reason is involving money. As already mentioned, the 

absolute costs short messages are lower than those of a phone call. In addition, 

they feel that they are more in control of such costs. The third reason 

mentioned is convenience. Text message can be sent and receive silently, 

which is more discrete and avoids long. 

Short messages have became a primary young people phenomena. 

Many new words (form of words) that they used, like the word “say” = 

“saying”, “lum” = “belum”, “maemx” = “maemnya”, “ato” = “atau”, ”lma” = 

“lama”, “bu2” = “bubu”, “ngntuk” = “ngantuk”, “kngen” = “kangen”,etc. 
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Those are included of word formation as like acronym which is different with 

short form, in this research many acronym that they use because it is more 

simple then we must write the word completely and economically too. Second 

is clipping, in this research there are four type of clipping, those are fore 

clipping, back clipping, middle clipping and complex clipping. The third is 

reduplication, kinds of reduplication are rhyming reduplication, ablaut 

reduplication and exact reduplication. In this research, exact reduplication is 

often used. For example: bu2 = bubu, ad2 = ada-ada, ap2 = apa-apa, baik** = 

baik-baik. The fourth is onomatopoeia that have been meaning a word or a 

grouping of words that imitates the sound of thing, suggesting its source 

object, for example is hehehehe = sound of laughing  and the last is 

contraction, it means the abbreviation or shortening of speaker speech because 

of fast conversation or informal situation. In this research no one message 

appears this style. 

 

5.2 Findings to Answer Problem no. 2  

Based on the statement of the problem what type of love can be deduced 

from each of the short messages? , the answer in the analysis of chapter four 

is: 

Love is not experienced just with our girlfriend/ boyfriend, with our 

friends or our parents can be experienced too. Many types of love that haven’t 

been by people, such as romantic love, nonlove, empty love, companionate 

love, fatuous love, liking, infatuation, consummate love. Each people have 

different type, but sometimes they have the same type. It belongs to the 
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subject (lover). In this research, the object (the lovers) have nonlove, romantic 

love and liking. For examples, love between Thofa and Liska. They have type 

of nonlove because they don’t have warmth, closeness, romantic or sexual 

consummation as like a couple of lovers have. And love between Bagus and 

Atul, their type of love are romantic love and liking. In their message consist 

of closeness and connection feelings Bagus and Atul. They have romantic 

feelings. Then the love between Ihah and Her mother, This relationship 

includes of non love because Ihah and her mother don’t have warmth, 

closeness, romantic or sexual consummation. And love between Chika and 

Rodzy, their  relationship includes of romantic love and liking because they 

have closeness and connection feelings and have romantic feelings. And the 

last, love between Ririn and Ema is nonlove because they don’t have warmth, 

closeness, romantic or sexual consummation as like a couple of lovers have. 

But it’s can be included in liking because in this relation Ema cares with Ririn. 

They have commitment as a best friend (friendship), therefore their 

relationship can be included in companionate love.  

 


